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Final Details 

 
Congratulations and a very warm welcome to everyone competing in this year’s Compass Sport Cup 
and Trophy Finals We look forward to competing in the Trophy Final. 
 
Compass Sport Trophy (for smaller clubs) - Border Liners (BL),  Clyde (CLYDE),  East Pennine 
(EPOC), Essex Stragglers (SOS), Guildford (GO),  Interlopers (INT), Mar (Maroc),  Newcastle and 
Tyne (NATO), Swansea Bay (SBOC), South Ribble (SROC), Wimborne (WIM). 
 
Compass Sport Cup  - Airienteers (AIRE),  Bristol (BOK),  Deeside (DEE),  Derwent Valley (DVO), 
Forth Valley (FVO),  Lakeland (LOC), Octavian Droobers (OD),  South London (SLOW),  
Southampton (SOC),  Southern Navigators (SN), South Yorkshire (SYO).  
 
We hope everyone will enjoy the challenge of competing on Helsington Barrows. It is a perfect venue 
for this competition with its fast technical terrain, beautiful views, excellent parking and spectator 
facilities, and easy accessibility. 
 
Travel & Parking 
Please approach the event from Kendal town centre. Do not approach by the very narrow lane 
from the Kendal Bypass near the BP petrol stations.  From the junction of the A591 (Kendal 
Bypass) with the A6 SW of the town follow the signs north towards Kendal town centre. After entering 
the one way system stay in the left hand lane. At the first set of traffic lights (GR 515923) turn left into 
Gillingsgate, signposted “Golf Course, Underbarrow and Brigsteer” (O-signs from here).  
Follow the road uphill and turn left into Brigsteer Road. Follow this road for 0.6miles and then follow 
the marshals' instructions.  
Cars – use the Southern narrow access to the assembly field. 
Campervans and Coaches – use the big wide Northern entrance to the assembly field. 
Campervan and coach parking is 300m from the finish arena. 
Car parking is 100-250m from the finish arena. We hope to group the parking by club. 
 
Dogs 
Dogs are allowed in the assembly field. However the farmer has asked that they are kept on a lead at 
all times and you clear up after them. 
Dogs are not allowed on the courses. Cattle are grazing in a couple of enclosures. However, after 
competing you may walk dogs along the public footpath to Scout Scar. 
 
Facilities. 
The finish arena is located within the assembly area and will include -  
Traders - Compass Point, Podium Catering, O-Nosh & NW Juniors Cake Stall. 
First Aid -  Mountain Trauma Services. 
Toilets –   Portaloos and urinal. 
Commentary – by Chris Poole and Andy Munro. They will have full IT support including radio controls 
provided by SportIdent UK, who will also provide live updates on Wi-fi + on screen. 
 
Start 
The Main Route to the Start is 700m from the arena on level grass, including the climbing of 2 stiles, 
one of which may be a ladder stile (we hope to have a straw bale stile here). Allow 15mins.   
There will be an alternative Low Stile Route to the Start for competitors who may have difficulty in 
using a ladder stile. This will be routed out of the Cars in-only access. Allow another 5 mins. 
 
Starts are from 10.00hrs to 13.00hrs.  
 
Your name will be called at T-4, dibber check and control descriptions at T-3, Maps display at T-2, 
Stand on Start line at T-1, Go, and pick up map at T-0 
Please check you have picked up the right map! 
It is a TIMED start. If you are late you will have to wait for an available slot which could be a very 
long time as some courses are very full and we have to keep with the rule of club separation. As it is a 
Level A event your start time WILL NOT BE CHANGED. PLEASE do not ask the start officials to 
change your start time. They do not have the authority to do so! If you feel your lateness is the fault of 
the organiser or the event organisation, please discuss with him. 
 
The Entry on Day courses (Yellow and Light Green) will have a separate start lane and use a 
punching start. 
 



Finish, Spectators and club tents 
The finish run-in will be taped and within the assembly arena. There is plenty of space for club tents 
alongside. There is a spectator control visible from the assembly area. 
 
Planner’s map and terrain notes 
 
The competition area is the eastern slope of a limestone ridge, mostly open terrain with scattered 
copses and significant patches of stony ground. The area is bounded to the west by the large crags of 
Scout Scar. Runnability and visibility are generally good. 
 
The terrain is divided into three sections by dry stone walls (about 1.5m high), which may be crossed 
only at marked crossing points. These walls are marked with purple overprint on the map. The 
southern enclosure has a parkland character with short grass and scattered mature trees. The central 
and northern sections are more open and have more stony ground. In some areas there are scattered 
patches of low (below 50 cm) shrub cover comprising gorse, heather and thorn. These may be 
avoided by looking ahead when running, and are generally not mapped. There are larger patches of 
bracken and these are shown on the map. The bracken is generally thicker and taller in re-entrants. 
 
There are many small livestock paths which may be useful for progress, but are not mapped. Mapped 
paths are easy to follow, but may be harder to identify when crossed at speed.  
 
A triangulation pillar on the map is marked with the cairn symbol. A black cross represents a branch 
hide, and a green cross a rootstock. The cairns on the map have a range of sizes, 
 
Courses 
The map is by Martin Bagness with updates for this event. All courses are printed on A4 waterproof 
Teslin at 1:10,000 with 5m contours. There is no legend on the map. Shorter courses (greens and 
shorter) have control description on the front of the map, and longer courses (blues and longer) on the 
back. Loose descriptions will be available at the start. All descriptions are pictorial except for Yellow 

which has text descriptions, and Orange which has both text and pictorial. Courses 1, 2, 3, 4C and 4T 
require the use of a ladder stile. The other courses do not. 
 
Almost all courses visit a control linked to the commentary team’s computer, and shortly afterwards a 
spectator control, visible from the assembly field, 
 
There are two courses for Blue Men – 4C (Cup competitors) and 4T (Trophy).  
Entry numbers have required courses 6 and 8A to be split into separate courses. Also 7 and 8B 
There is only one Orange course, for classes 9A and 9B. 
It is your responsibility to pick up the correct map! 
Course details are as below (subject to final controlling), 
 

 COURSE LENGTH + CLIMB  MEN WOMEN 

1 Brown 10.4 km + 370 m 25c Open  

2 Short brown 8.5 km + 340 m 22c M20- & M40+  

3 Blue women 6.7 km + 230 m 17c  Open 

4C Blue men cup 6.8 km + 250 m  18c M50+  

4T Blue men trophy 6.8 km + 250 m 18c M50+  

5 Green women 4.7 km + 140 m 11c  W20-  W45+ 

6 Green senior men 4.7 km + 140 m 11c M60+  

8A Green junior men 4.7 km + 140 m  13c M18-  

7 Short green veterans 4.0 km + 140 m 12c M70+ W60+ 

8B Short green junior women 4.0 km + 140 m 13c  W18- 

9A Orange men 3.0 km + 95 m 9c M14-  

9B Orange women same course  W14- 

 
Non-scoring courses (Entry on Day) 

Light green 3.6 km + 115 m 9c 

Yellow 2.6 km + 75 m 9c 

 
There will be 2 entry on the day courses – Yellow and Light Green. 
Entry fees - £5 Seniors   £2 Juniors.   Register at Enquires. 



Both the Yellow and Light Green maps will be available only at the Start (not at Registration).  
 
Safety Information 
This is limestone country and competitors may experience rocky and stony terrain which could be 
slippery when wet. Please take care. There are many dry stone walls criss-crossing the area and 
some crossing points will be constructed using ladder stiles. Please take care. There are two public 
rights of way crossing the area and you may encounter walkers during you run. Please give way when 
possible. 

All competitors must wear full body cover (short sleeves OK). Competitors will not be allowed to 
start if they do not have full leg cover. 
Also No Whistle No Go 
Cagoules - Some of it is exposed terrain and in the case of bad weather you may be required to carry 
a cagoule. Please come to the event prepared. Should cagoules be required we will display notices in 
the car park, at assembly and on the route to the start. 
Livestock - There will be livestock grazing on the competition area including sheep and cattle. All 
courses have been planned to provide space for the livestock to graze away from main routes taken 
by competitors. 
Ticks – ticks are very prevalent here in the warmer months and may still be around, so take care to 
check whether you have picked up any and remove them carefully. 
Courses close at 15.00. 
 
Download 
Please download as soon as you have finished. You will receive your splits as usual. 
 
Map collection & reclaim 
As it is a level A event maps will be collected after download. Place maps in the bags provided. Bags 
will be labelled with club names – please ensure you put your map in the correct bag! Maps will be 
available for collection by team captains soon after the last start. 
 
Event memento  
We have produced a special memento for the event. These will be given to club captains on the day 
to distribute to competitors. Production deadlines have meant that the number we have ordered is the 
same as entries for last year’s final. This turns out to be an under-estimate. The mementos will be 
given to club captains on the day and allocated in proportion to each club’s number of competitors. 
Club captains will distribute them to their competitors and we hope that not too many people will be 
disappointed. 
 
Run-in competition 
In the tradition of the Compass Sport Cup Final there will be trophies for the fastest male and fastest  
Female for the fastest run-in times from the final control to the finish. 
 
Prize-giving 
The prize-giving, for both the run-in competition and the Cup and Trophy will be held close to the 
commentary box as soon as possible after 14:30hrs.  
Nick Barrable of CompassSport will present the trophies and prizes.  
As well as the winning trophies, there are prizes for 2nd and 3rd placed clubs.  
Please stay and cheer the winners. 
 
Hospital -  A&E Services 
Furness General Hospital, Dalton Lane, Barrow in Furness, Cumbria, LA14 4LF 
tel: 01229 870870 
Royal Lancaster Infirmary, Ashton Road, Lancaster, Lancashire, LA1 4RP  
tel: 01524 65944 
There are no A&E services at the Westmorland Hospital in Kendal 
 
Jury 
Any competitor or official who feels the need to lodge a ‘complaint’ with regard to any competitor or 
any aspect of the organisation or planning thought to have substantially contravened the Rules or 
other instructions issued by the Organiser to do so at the earliest opportunity, so it may be given full 
consideration without unduly delaying any confirmation of the results. 
 
Officials  
Planner:     Gavin Smith  (SROC) 
Controller:  Andy Yeates  (WCH) 
Organiser:  Brian Jackson (SROC) 



 


